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Obama plans to invest in education ASUSU exec. council
By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor

President Barack Obama spoke to the
nation Tuesday night about issues concerning education, health care and the economy,
starting a debate that could last for months
to come.
A State of the Union viewing party was
hosted by Pi Sigma Alpha, the National
Political Honors society and Justin Hinh,
a member of the Pi Sigma Alpha, said the
state of the union is important because it is
a prime example of political rhetoric at its
best.
He said it is the time of year where the

country looks to the president and hears
what he has to say and then talks about it
for months down the road.
“How the media and people look at the
future and how they will talk about it will
all boil down to what the president said
tonight,” he said.
The president spent time talking about
how spending money on innovation and
education will help the economy later on.
He said there is no point in cutting the
budget in places that are essential to success
later on.
Terry Camp, College Republicans
president, said Obama didn’t bring up the
economy soon enough in his speech, mak-

ing it clear that “cutting spending is the last
thing on his mind.”
“It kind of seemed like he missed
the point the people tried to send to
Washington in November about jobs,”
Camp said. “It took him three-fourths of his
speech to start talking about the recession
and job creation and even then he barely
touched on it. It was devastating.”
He said Obama’s speech went on to show
he didn’t have a lot of plans to cut spending,
and just reaffirmed “that the Democrats are
the party of government.”
Obama said steps have been taken in the

- See ADDRESS, page 3

A GROUP OF STUDENTS views the State of the Union Address given Tuesday night by President Obama. The viewing was hosted by
national political honors society Pi Sigma Alpha. Obama touched on issues about the state of the economy as well as health care and education. STERLING BOIN photo

Students learning less in college
duct that we’re not doing enough to teach these skills,” said
Norman Jones, head of the history department. “They are
telling us again and again that the number one problem
How much smarter do you get in college? As it turns out, with college graduates is that they can’t communicate.”
The second most common skill that employers say colthe answer may be “not much.”
lege graduates lack? Jones said critical
A new study involving 2,300 underthinking skills.
graduate students at 29 different universi- “They are telling us
The findings, which were published in
ties shows that after two years of study, 45 again and again that
the book “Academically Adrift: Limited
percent of students showed no significant
the No. 1 problem
Learning on College Campuses,” claim that
improvement in areas of critical thinking,
a lack of academic rigor is largely to blame.
complex reasoning, and writing. After four with college graduOf the students involved in the study, half
complete years of study, 36 percent still
ates is that they
never taken a course that required
showed no improvement. Those that did,
can’t communicate.” had
20
pages
of writing during the semester.
showed marginal improvements. On average,
One-third did not take a single course that
a student scored seven percentage points
– Norman Jones, required 40 or more pages of reading per
higher in the spring of 2007 than they did in
the fall of 2005. In other words, by the end
USU history professor week.
“Our current system of credit hours
of a student’s sophomore year, a student who
comes from a 1910 study which stated that
scored within the 50th percentile their freshthe same way Henry Ford built a Model-T is the same way
man year, is comparable to a freshman that scored in the
57th percentile.
- See STUDY, page 4
“It’s quite clear from the employer surveys that we conBy MIKE BURNHAM
staff writer

changes election rules
By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor

With ASUSU elections
coming up, many students
will notice a different atmosphere than past years, and
council members hope these
changes will encourage more
people to become involved
and vote.
One of the major changes
for this years’ election will
be the time frame candidates have to campaign, said
Brittany Ingalls, recruitment
chair for the PR committee.
Elections will now be held
over a week’s time, with two
days for primary elections
and two days for final elections, to help alleviate some
of the annoyances that can
come from campaigning.
“Students hate it when
they get bugged. It’s not fun
and it doesn’t help anyone
want to vote because it is
just obnoxious. We made it
shorter so that it doesn’t drag
on for so long,” Ingalls said.
Kayla Harris, elections cochair, said increasing student
participation is the main goal
with elections, along with
“decreasing the antagoniziation of the student popula-

tion.”
To help decrease the
negative aspects from past
election years, committee
members picked by ASUSU
PR director Lacey Nagao
met together to discuss the
past problems and help find
solutions. Nagao said it was
important to figure out what
would help students have a
better experience, but also
be accepted by the current
executive council.
One of the biggest complaints from last year that
are trying to be solved for
this year, Harris said, is the
passing out of fliers that
students are “bombarded
with all week.” To alleviate
the problem, Harris said the
committee has created “I
already spoke” buttons and
door hangers for students
that will be handed out. She
said students will be able to
put these buttons on their

- See OFFICIALS, page 4

ASUSU Election Changes
• Election period shortened to one week
•Buttons and door hangers letting candidates know you have voted
•Candidates cannot campaign with laptops
•Voting booths set up in TSC and library
• Candidates may not file grievances
against other candidates
• ASUSU officers cannot endorse any candidates
• Candidates may not enter off-campus
housing or apartments

USU research shows multiple bumblebee
species are in danger of becoming extinct
By KAYLA HALL
staff writer

RARE BEES are grown in USU’s bee lab to pollinate blueberries in
California. Research done in this lab on campus is paramount in finding solutions for bee disease. BRECK BYINGTON photo
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Several bumblebee species are on the decline, according to a
study conducted over the last few years by two U.S. Department of
Agriculture researchers, USU adjunct professors and one USU graduate student. The research, which began in 2007, studied eight different species of bumblebee.
“It turns out that at least four of the species in our study have
declined significantly, the other four are okay,” said Jamie Strange, a
USDA-ARS research entomologist and adjunct assistant professor in
USU’s biology department. “The decline has happened rapidly in the
last two decades.”
Jonathon Koch, USU graduate student studying entomology, said
one species watched declined by 96 percent.
Strange’s USDA-ARS colleague, and research entomologist, Terry
Griswold, said, “You expect some year-to-year variation in birds and
it is the same with bumblebees. The question is, is this a local phenomenon, or are we looking at a broad trend of declines?”

1/26/11
Zumba is a combination between aerobics
and dance that gives
students a new spin on
exercise.
Page 7

Utah State’s
men’s basketball team
enters the
top 25 on
heels of 13game win
streak.
Page 5

The study began after Strange and Griswold noticed that bee
researchers, growers and produce farmers were mentioning a
decrease in the amount of particular bumblebee species.
Koch said: “The reason why we studied these species is because
they were historically abundant. People are saying they aren’t finding
bumbles in studies, so in 2007 we started this study to test general
patterns of these species that were at concern.”
The methodologies in the study included collecting historic data
on bees from more than 40 museums throughout the country, as well
as sampling 386 locations.
Strange said, “To get a view, we went back through museum collections of bees, such as the Smithsonian, to see historic numbers of
bees in relation to each other. We looked to see if a decline in each
species was common or rare.”
After all the historical data was gathered, the researchers personally gathered live data and then compared the two.

- See BEE, page 3
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ClarifyCorrect
An article that ran Monday,
Jan. 24, reported that a two-thirds
majority of the executive council had
voted to remove Arts and Lectures
Director Skyler Parkhurst from his
position. This process applies only
to the removal of elected officers.
Parkhurst, an appointed officer,
chose to step down from the position
for personal reasons.

USAF chief guilty of sexual misconduct

MASCOUTAH, Ill. (AP) – A
senior Ohio Air Force base official
pleaded guilty on Monday to sexual
misconduct and adultery, blaming
extramarital affairs he had with
married female subordinates and
inappropriate sexual advances he
made toward others on getting
“caught up in a cycle of sin.”
Chief Master Sgt. William
Gurney was the senior enlisted man
at the Air Force Materiel Command
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio, when allegations
Obama’s earmark ban near
of sexual impropriety surfaced in
idea dismissed by Reid 2009.
While entering his guilty pleas
WASHINGTON (AP) – Barack
to 13 counts at Scott Air Force
Obama’s top ally in the Senate
Base in southwestern Illinois, the
Tuesday brusquely rejected the presi27-year Air Force veteran told Air
dent’s call for a ban on the practice of
Force Col. W. Thomas Cumbie, the
stuffing home state projects known as
military judge overseeing his case,
earmarks into spending bills.
about indiscretions dating back to
Majority Leader Harry Reid, Dmid-2007. He said he had had sex
Nev., said the president “has enough
with four married women based at
power already” and that Obama’s
Wright-Patterson who were lower
reported embrace Tuesday night
in rank than him, and that he
of an earmark ban promoted by
Republicans is just a “lot of pretty
talk.”
Reid made his remarks at a
news conference in which he otherDETROIT (AP) – A man who
wise praised Obama in advance of
Tuesday’s State of the Union address. opened fire inside a Detroit police
precinct was being investigated in
connection with a sexual attack on a
Putin vows revenge
minor, police said Tuesday, a day after
for airport attack
authorities said they couldn’t specuMOSCOW (AP) – Prime Minister late on his motive but suggested he
may have been upset about a criminal
Vladimir Putin vowed revenge
Tuesday for the suicide bombing that case against his brother.
Meanwhile, the home in which
killed 35 people at a Moscow airport.
gunman
Lamar Moore had been livLax security also was blamed for
ing was gutted by an early morning
Monday’s explosion in the internafire, the cause of which was still being
tional arrivals area of Domodedovo
Airport that also injured 180 people. determined. The developments raised
more questions about what spurred
NTV television showed a photograph of what it said was the detached Moore to stride into the 6th precinct
Sunday with a shotgun and wound
head of the suspected bomber.
four officers before being fatally shot.
A two-second video of the blast
Detroit Police Sgt. Eren Stephens
itself, broadcast on state television
confirmed the sexual assault investiand said to be from a closed-circuit
TV camera, showed a burst of flames gation, and said police were looking
and passengers falling and fleeing as into allegations that Moore was connected to a sexual attack on a minor.
smoke filled the hall.
No one has claimed responsibility She would give no further details, and
for the attack, but suspicion has fallen said she could not address when top
officers became aware of the investigaon Islamist separatists.
tion.
Fire investigators were at the badly
burned house on Sorrento Street on
Tuesday afternoon. Detroit fire Capt.
Kwaku Atara said his department was
Top 10 Ways President Obama
alerted about the blaze at 3:14 a.m.
Celebrated his Two-Year
Three sides of the white-sided house
Anniversary In Office – Jan. 20,
were still standing, but the back was
2011
gone and charred debris littered the
10. Spelled “Two Years” on the south interior of the home as well as the
backyard.
lawn of the White House. with cigaFootage from surveillance video
rette butts.
shows
Moore entering the precinct
9. Romantic dinner with his favorite
about 4:20 p.m. Sunday, then beginteleprompter.
8. Loaded staffers on a party bus and ning to shoot. The two officers most
seriously injured – one who was shot
drove to Pittsburgh.
in the head, the other in the back
7. Surprised Joe Biden with an open
– could be out of the hospital by the
heart necklace from Kay Jewelers.
6. Watched Miss Arkansas and her
end of the week, a trauma surgeon
dummies on Dave.
said. Dr. Susan Seman said she expect5. Went on one of those staged “I’m a ed Cmdr. Brian Davis and Officer
regular guy” burger runs.
David Anderson to leave Sinai-Grace
4. Climbed into a hot bubble bath
Hospital within a few days.
and read Snooki’s book.
Peggy Anderson, David Anderson’s
3. Pardoned Brett Favre.
wife, said she had been happy when
2. Same way President Bush celebrat- her husband was assigned to duty
ed two years in office: invaded Iraq.
inside the precinct, “thinking, ‘Oh.
1. Began his campaign to replace
He’s safe now. He’s not on the street.
Regis.
He’s not facing danger every second

Nat’lBriefs

FACING COURT-MARTIAL, Chief
Master Sgt. William Gurney admitted
that he sexually harassed 10 female subordinates while enlisted. AP photo

exchanged sexually explicit pictures
with and kissed or fondled female
subordinates.
Gurney also told Cumbie that he
twice had sex with his wife in front

of a married enlistee whose husband
was unaware.
“I was caught in a cycle of sin,”
Gurney said, before admitting he
“failed not only as an airman but as
a husband.”
Cumbie tossed out an obstruction of justice count against Gurney,
but Gurney still faces five counts
to which he has pleaded not guilty.
Those counts allege that he made
sexual advances toward two subordinates that amounted to mistreatment, that he fondled one of those
women and that he abused his
authority.
Court martial proceedings began
Monday on those five counts, and
a six-person jury was chosen from
among ranking officers at Scott Air
Force Base. Gurney could face up to
14 years in prison and a dishonorable discharge for the charges he
pleaded guilty to Monday, and an
additional four years in prison if
convicted of the five other counts.
Opening statements are expected to

begin Tuesday.
Among the charges Gurney
pleaded guilty to were seven counts
of dereliction of duty – one for each
enlisted woman he was accused of
making inappropriate advances
toward – and four counts of adultery. He also admitted to using his
military-issued cell phone and computer to exchange explicit e-mails
and texts, and to having had sex
with his wife while a female enlistee
watched.
Prosecutors and defense attorneys told Cumbie that Gurney’s
guilty pleas were made without any
promise of a lesser punishment or
the dismissal of other counts.
None of the women mentioned in
the charges was in the courtroom as
Gurney described their encounters
for the first time in public. Cumbie
has told attorneys not to discuss the
case publicly.
Gurney had transferred to
Wright-Patterson in 2008 from Hill
Air Force Base in Utah.

Shooter’s home burns, cause unknown

LateNiteHumor

THE BURNED HOME OF Lamar D. Moore is shown at 14294 Sorrento Street in Detroit Tuesday. Moore opened fire
inside the Detroit Police Department 6th precinct on Sunday, wounding four officers, including a commander, before police shot
and killed him. AP photo

like a lot of the officers are.’”
“They came into their house,”
Peggy Anderson said of Moore. “This
isn’t right. We have to take control of
this city.”
Like other precincts in Detroit,
the 6th has no metal detectors at the
entrance and visitors can come in and
talk face-to-face with police sitting
behind a large desk.
Anderson said her husband
described the sensation of being
shot in the head as like being struck
by a baseball bat. David Anderson’s
first reaction upon awaking, his wife
said during a news conference at the
hospital, was to ask, “How’s the commander?”
Brian Davis had surgery for a gunshot wound to his back and lost part
of several fingers on his right hand,
Sinai-Grace surgeon John Webber
said.
Davis’ wife, Tamika Davis, who

also is a police officer in the city,
showed reporters a teddy bear she said
had been given to her by the son of
Brian Huff, a Detroit officer who was
shot and killed in May while police
investigated a complaint at a vacant
duplex on Detroit’s east side.
Both Davis and Anderson have
begun walking, but aren’t expected to
return to work for some time.
Police Chief Ralph Godbee said
Monday that he couldn’t speculate
about Moore’s motive. He noted that
a relative of Moore’s was scheduled
to be sentenced Monday for a double
homicide.
Paula Hodges, who has been acting
as a spokeswoman for Moore’s family
and doesn’t live far from the burned
home, said Moore had been concerned
for months about a criminal case
against his younger brother, though
he didn’t blame the police for what
happened. She identified Moore’s

EDINBURGH & HIGHLANDER

brother as Venson Hibbit.
Hibbit was sentenced Monday to
30 to 60 years in prison after pleading
guilty earlier this month to two counts
of second-degree murder and one
count of assault with intent to commit
murder, stemming from a shooting
last March at a Detroit auto repair
shop.
Moore’s record contained no felonies until October 2002, when he and
two others were stopped in Arizona
along Interstate 40. According to
court documents, authorities discovered 115 pounds of marijuana, and
the three were indicted on three drug
possession and trafficking charges.
Moore pleaded guilty to a lesser
charge of attempted possession of
marijuana for sale, was sentenced in
February 2003 to three years of probation and was sent to back to Michigan
to serve it. He completed his probation in 2004, ahead of schedule.
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Biographer delves into start of mass media

Campus & Community

Director receives
Governor’s Medal

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

Joseph Pulitzer was a pioneer
of journalism in the mid-19th century who began to use word craft
to keep American government in
line, and was first to establish an
independent press, said biogrpaher and Pulitzer expert James
McGrath Morris.
“He knows more about Pulitzer
than anyone on the planet today,”
said Ted Pease, head of USU’s
journalism and communications
department.
The lecture was held Tuesday
as part of the Morris Media and
Society Lecture Series which Pease
said was created to give students a
broader sense of the real world.
At this time in the 19th century, Pulitzer – a German emigrant
– bought the New York World and
is, perhaps, the first to introduce
mass media to the United States,
Morris said. Upon arriving in
America, Pulitzer entered into the
realm of journalism which was
drastically different at that time.
“His (Pulitzer’s) views of journalism changed immensely,” he
said, “Like a painter’s realization
that they are part of something
bigger.”
Pulitzer was part of the first
independent newspaper, which
was a big change for the time,
Morris said. Newspapers were normally paid for by supporting organizations or groups. For example,
the competing newspapers in St.
Louis, Mo. during Pulitzer’s arrival in America were “The Missouri
Republican,” and “The Missouri
Democrat.”
Most recognize Pulitzer’s
name because of the Pulitzer
Prize, an award he established
before his death for authors who
create writing that impacts the
masses, Morris said. His aim was
to give recognition to those who
pursued the same work he did.
He also established the Columbia
University Graduate School of

Briefs

JAMES MCGRATH MORRIS, (RIGHT) today’s expert on
reform journalist Joseph Pulitzer, spoke to students about the
ways in which Pulitzer changed the realm of journalism. Morris’
book (above) “Pulitzer: A Life in Politics, Print and Power,” was
recently published as an in-depth look into Pulitzer’s life. ANI
MIRZAKHANYAN photo

Journalism.
“Newspapers were very polite,
expensive and read by the upper
class,” Morris said. “A printing
press in the 19th century is like an
iPad in the 20th century. It was so
exciting people would come to see
press rooms.”
The kind of people who read
newspapers were those who held
their pinkies up while sipping tea,
Morris said, and were appalled by
the content Pulitzer published. He
said these people were “missing
the point.”
However, Pulitzer found it
imperative to appeal to the “average” American citizen, Morris
said.
After Pulitzer made his mark in
the journalism world through the
“The New York World,” newspapers were diverse, written for the
common man, and included cartoons and sometimes sheet music,
he said.
“He had come to appreciate

journalism as something sacred in
democracy,” Morris said.
In order to research for his
book, Morris said he spent a large
portion of the day taking copious
notes, studying the U.S. archives
and was able to travel to Paris
after finding a Pulitzer family
member who had his brother,
Albert’s, journal. Morris was able
to photocopy these pages and
unleash an entirely new face of
Pulitzer that his previous biographer left out.
Morris worked previously as
a journalist and said he acquired
many of his nonfiction writing
skills from his experiences in this
profession.
“Journalism is the best training
ground for writing, some writers
better than me, they haven’t succeeded, the secret to success in life
is showing up,” Morris said. “You
have to turn in the story.”
Morris said newspapers in the

Bee: USU entomologists saving
multiple endangered species
-continued from page 1
“We compiled all the museum information and did a lot of personal data
gathering,” Koch said. “We sampled 386
different locations. We sampled in the
western half of the United States, while
the University of Illinois sampled the
Eastern United States. Then we compared
current surveys with the historical data
and that is how we compare relative abundance.”
Strange said the research took three
years to complete because along with collecting museum data, they traveled the
country and personally sampled places
such as Glacier National Park, Flagstaff,
Ariz., central New Mexico, a national
monument in California, and some backyards.
Griswold said the reasons for the
decline are unknown and could be a
result of pathogens, differences in land
use or changes in climate.
Strange explained the reason bees are
important is because they are the main
pollinators of agriculture. Bumblebees are
especially good at pollinating crops such
as tomatoes, blueberries and peppers,
while honey bees actually do not pollinate
tomatoes. Because of this, tomato growers
must buy bumblebees to pollinate their
crops, even though they are more expensive than honeybees.
Griswold said another goal in their
study was to find and maintain specialty
pollinators and additional pollinators so
agricultural growers can select bees to
pollinate their crops based on either how
effective they are, or how economic they
are.
“Right now a hive of bumble bees
cost around $200 for 250 bumble bees,
where as you can get 10,000 honey bees
for $125,” Strange said. “Most vegetable
growers buy honey bees to pollinate their
crops for economic reasons unless they
grow a plant that honey bees do not pollinate, like tomatoes. Apple growers would
be interested in purchasing a bee that flies
at the lower temperatures that often occur
during apple bloom.
Strange said the effectiveness in vegetable production has not gone down
since the decline in specific species of
bumble bees, but there is still a long-term
concern.
“The thing that should be concerning
us is when you lose 10 percent of bumble

bee species, “you set yourself up so that
every future stress on species will be felt
more,” Strange said. “The current problem is that we are losing bumblebee diversity, but we may see a loss in all bees.”
Koch explained the impact of the
decline in species with an analogy of a
plane losing its rivets. He said that losing
one or two rivets on a plane will not make
it crash, but if you lose 30, the integrity of
the plane changes. The same is true for
bees. Only so many species can be lost
before it affects all bees.
One remedy the entomologists are
looking towards includes raising the
endangered bumblebees, which commercial producers have stopped raising, and
sending them to producers. Strange is
working on doing this with students in a
lab at USU.
According to the research team, the
community can also do a lot to help. They
can plant “pollinator friendly” gardens,
refrain from spraying flowers in the
middle of the day when bees are visiting
flowers, and try not to destroy bee nests
unless they are a danger to humans.
– kayla.barclay@aggiemail.usu.edu

GAVIN JOHNSON, A SENIOR
in Biology, works with larvae X-rays at
the bee lab. Larvae research being done
at the Bee Lab on campus is paramount
in finding solutions for diseases that
bees have. X-rays are one of the tools
researchers use to document growth patters to discover problems and parasites.
BRECK BYINGTON photo

19th century had constant deadlines, seeing as new editions of
the day’s paper were coming out
multiple times in a day with the
latest news. Pulitzer’s newspaper
“The New York World” was the
first to have a rivalry independent
newspaper which was owned by
William Randolph Hearst, “The
New York Journal.” This publication ended up being Pulitzer’s
downfall.
Through his research, Morris
said he has grown to respect
Pulitzer’s ambition to create social
awareness.
“For me, I’m lucky, the process
of writing and the journey is more
important than the finished product,” Morris said. “I’m not filled
with regret or disappointment, I
was doing it all the time, but now I
can get paid to do it.”
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Address: Obama says U.S. ‘prosperous’
-continued from page 1
past two years that “may have
broken the back of the recession.” He pointed out that finding a job was a lot different back
then, and the world has changed,
so the ways to finding a job have
changed, too. He said despite the
competition for jobs, there are
positive aspects out there.
“The competition for jobs is
real but this should not discourage us, it should challenge us,”
Obama said. “America still has
the largest and most prosperous
economy in the world.”
Jared Arnell, freshman aerospace engineering, appreciated
the emphasis Obama put on
alternative energy because that
is a direction that the country
needs to start heading, he said.
Arnell also said he liked the
points Obama made in reference
to education and how America
is losing competitiveness on a
global scale and how Americans
need to “up their game.”
Camp said while Obama
talked big, his suggestions for
the future were small feats that
couldn’t be compared to Sputnik
like the president attempted to
do.
“His new catch phrase is
investing in the future, which
essentially just means more
spending,” Camp said. “He only
talked about small innovations
like solar shingling and better railways. It’s kind of funny
because he tried to compare
these to larger accomplishments
but only brought up small suggestions.”
Obama said America is home
to the best colleges and universities in the world and education is
the answer to a better life down
the road. He said higher education must be in the reach of every
student and college needs to
become affordable to everyone.
He said people need to “train for
the fast-paced economy” and if
the right steps are taken, every
child can reach their goals.
Student success starts in the
home with parents who “instill
the love of learning to a child,”
Obama said. He said success

is not a “function of fame, but
hard work and discipline,” and
schools share the responsibility with parents to create high
expectations.
David Stewart, a sophomore
in broadcast journalism, said he
felt like Obama did a good job at
keeping things neutral.
“I liked how neutral and unifying he kept his speech. He did
a good job at staying in the center for the most part,” Stewart
said.
Arnell said the fact that
Obama stayed so neutral surprised him.
“I expected him to take more
of a defensive stance to things
like health care. He called for
alternatives and said if anyone
has any ideas to let him know,
and that surprised me,”Arnell
said.
Camp said the fact that he
was willing to change some
aspects of the health care law
was a positive within his speech.
“He spoke on repealing
some parts of health care law
that weren’t responsible or that
won’t work to create a benefit,
so that is definitely something
that is viewed as a positive for us
(Republicans),” he said.
Hinh said it was vital that the
president points out how toxic
of an environment it is and how
things need to change.
“Different representatives
from opposite parties are now
sitting next to each other. I hope
the president can change the
tone in Washington because it
is kind of depressing to see how
bad things are getting,” Hinh
said.
President Obama tried to get
that point across by saying that
members of congress can “sit
together tonight, but also need
to work together tomorrow.”
“I believe we can and I believe
we must,” he said, “that is what
the people who sent us here
expect of us.”

USU’s Energy Dynamics
Laboratory Deputy Director
Paul Israelsen was presented the
Governor’s Medal for Science
and Technology Jan. 18 by Utah
Gov. Gary Herbert to recognize
Israelsen’s transformational solutions to environmental issues which
foster both the economic growth
and the energy independence of
Utah.
During a ceremony in Salt Lake
City, Herbert presented the award to
Israelsen.
The citation that accompanied
the award states that, “Paul’s contributions will help place Utah at the
forefront of transformational energy
systems for the future.”
Over the course of his career,
Israelsen has employed more than
500 Utahns through multiple startup companies he helped develop
in the state. Israelsen has also
been awarded 20 patents that have
contributed to the development of
digital television, video telephones,
signing services for the deaf, digital movies and photography and
laser-based measurement systems.
Israelsen was also a principal architect of a proprietary video compression algorithm, which was incorporated as the mainstream baseline
compression algorithm for Apple’s
QuickTime rich media environment.

Professor achieves
BIA service award

Utah State University professor
Judith Holt has been awarded the
Life Time Service Award at the Brain
Injury Association of Utah’s Annual
Conference.
Since 2001, Holt has directed
USU’s portion of four Traumatic
Brain Injury grants in Utah,
through the Center for Persons with
Disabilities.
Based on this effort, the Utah
State TBI Advisory Board has developed the Utah TBI Community
Workgroup Action Plan. It will
create a community-based system
of care to addresses the needs of
Utahns with TBI and their family
members. In addition it has found
and recommended best practices
for case management, recreational
activities and the use of assisting
technology devices – all to better
serve people who have sustained a
TBI.

Researchers find way
to detect heart disease
Heart disease is a leading cause
of death in the United States and,
according to the Centers for Disease
Control, nearly 800,000 Americans
will experience their first heart
attack this year. The CDC estimates
that, in the past year, heart disease
cost the nation more than $300 billion in health care services, medications and lost productivity.
Utah State University student
researcher David Ingram is working
on a novel approach at the molecular level that could enable physicians
to detect a person’s cardiovascular
disease risk earlier in a more accurate, less invasive and less expensive
manner than current technologies.
With fellow Aggies, he presents
his research Wednesday, Jan. 26, at
the 10th Anniversary Celebration
of Undergraduate Research Day on
Capitol Hill in Salt Lake City.
“Basically, we’re looking at a
method to detect a specific risk
factor in the bloodstream,” says
Ingram, a biochemistry major who
conducts research with faculty mentor Joan Hevel and graduate student
mentor Laurel Gui.
The team is trying to determine
if a ribonucleic acid aptamer, a
short sequence of RNA capable of
selectively binding small molecules
with high specificity, could be used
as a biosensor for the cardiovascular disease risk factor Asymmetic
Dimethylated Arginine or ADMA.
Their project is partially funded by
a Herman Frasch Foundation grant.

– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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-continued from page 1
we should build students,
piece by piece,” said Jones.
“But a credit hour does not
equal competence, only how
long you have sit in class.”
The shortcomings of the
“Model-T” education have
not gone unnoticed. Several
colleges on campus, including the college of humanities and social sciences, are
undergoing changes in their
curriculum in order to better meet the needs of their
students. The Huntsman
School of Business has hired
a private consultant, Angela
Redding, to help them
improve in areas of communication and analytical
rigor.
“There are things
employers are willing to
teach someone, and things
they are not,” said Redding.
“They are not willing to
teach you how to speak,
communicate effectively, or
be creative.”
The curriculum, how-
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Study: Professors say students lack communication skills
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ever, cannot shoulder all of
the blame for the failure of
higher education. Redding,
a USU alumna, said students need to take personal
accountability and accountability in their educations.
“Students have a check
box mentality that if you get
the grades and the degree,
you get the career,” she said.
“That just isn’t the case
anymore. When you come
to college, you’re not just
taking classes for the sake
of getting a degree, you are
taking classes so that you
can build a critical set of
skills that will teach you
how to be successful. “
Redding said she believes
another possible reason
for the widespread failure
to develop these skills in
students is a societal shift
from a liberal to a technical
education.
“There seems to be a lack
of awareness by both faculty
and students on how important developing these skills
are,” she said. “Function is
the focus and we just don’t
see the need to read and
understand Antigone or
Plato anymore.”
Economics professor
Chris Fawson was one of
the key players in initiating some of the current
changes the business school
is undergoing. He said they
brought in a consultant not
because of any perceived
failure, but rather because
of a constant effort to be
better.
“We want everyone in the
school to stop and ask ‘can
we be better?’” he said. “We
want (the aforementioned)
statistics to become irrelevant.”
Jones, who has been
working with the Lumina

foundation in Utah in order
to improve the quality of
degrees earned by students,
is critical of the conclusions
reached by the study. While
he acknowledges the need
for improvement within the
targeted areas, he said the
notion that students learn
“nothing” is aimed at sensa-

tionalism and catching the
readers attention.
“Some majors simply
have a greater emphasis on
critical thinking and communication skills,” said
Jones, “the study did not
take this into account.”
– mike.burnham@gmail.com

STUDENTS ARE LEARNING next to nothing at the end of
their first two years of college, according to 29 universities’ studies
BRANDEN FONDA photo illustration

Officials: Bylaws altered to improve elections
-continued from page 1

coats and doors to indicate they would like to one, Nagao said. Last year there were officers
be left alone by the candidates and campaign- who were campaign managers for other candiers.
dates and she said that won’t be allowed.
Ingalls said she knows elections can be
Nagao said the committee is really trying
annoying, but changes like these will hopeto promote voting more than in the past. She
fully make it a better experience for everyone. said after students vote, they will be entered
Another problem Harris and Ingalls said
into a drawing to win prizes. She said prizes,
was an issue last year was laptops at voting
including two iPads, iPods and various gift
stations and the “smothering effect” it had
cards, will hopefully provide some kind of an
on potential voters. This year, Ingalls said
incentive to get students to vote.
they viewed that as an infringement on the
Changes to the election bylaws must be
sanctity of voting, which should be able to
approved by the ASUSU PR Director and then
be a private thing. To help with this, she said
by the ASUSU Executive Council, Harris said,
laptops will not be allowed at the candidates’
and not all changes proposed for this year
A-frames. There will be stations set up in the
were accepted by the executive council.
TSC and library during election week run by
She said the committee tried to increase
impartial people where she said students will
the required USU GPA to 3.0 but executive
have the opportunity to vote without anyone
council members argued that being in good
trying to promote a specific candidate.
standing with Utah State should be good
Ingalls said it is important for students to
enough. A move to keep candidates from
become involved and vote because those runentering on-campus housing as a safety meaning for office have power over things like
sure was not passed either, Harris said. She
budget money.
said the committee went to
“We want students to be
USU Housing and came to an
“We want stuaware that the students they
understanding about the condents to be
vote into office have power over
cerns.
aware that the
them and the money that gets
“Candidates cannot enter
students they
spent,” Ingalls said.
an apartment unless there is
Each candidate should have
more than one person there,”
vote into office
a knowledge about what they
have power over Ingalls said. “We are still
are running for, and Ingalls
working with RHA so what is
them and the
said students should be aware
and isn’t allowed isn’t finalmoney that gets
of that and ask them questions
ized yet.”
about it.
Nagao said for the most
spent.”
“We want it to be a transpart,
changing the bylaws has
Brittany Ingalls,
parent organization to the
been a positive experience.
recruitment chair for
student body, all of the infor“We definitely had to do
the PR committee some rough drafts. Officers
mation about each candidates’
charter is online and students
wanted to know the reasoning
can research into it as much as they want.
behind the changes we presented, but I think
Candidates should be able to tell you what
in the end everyone was happy about it all,”
they are responsible for,” Ingalls said.
she said.
Nagao said candidates this year will not
The bylaws haven’t been changed in quite
be allowed to file a grievance toward another
some time, Nagao said, and the way camcandidate. A grievance is something a student paigning is done has changed over time, so it
can file when they see a candidate breaking
was necessary to change the bylaws.
a rule in the bylaws for elections. She said
“We mainly just updated them,” she said,
last year “candidates were filing more griev“we added some things but mostly clarified a
ances than campaigning.” A grievance board
lot of the things. We made them more specific
made up of three ASUSU officers and four
and outlined them better.”
students will take all complaints coming in
Nagao said if anyone wants to run for
and deal with them in a hopefully less-biased
ASUSU positions, packets are in TSC 326 or
way, Nagao said. Any student can file a grievcan be downloaded from the ASUSU website.
ance toward a candidate if he or she tries to
She said any current officer would “be more
campaign at a house that has an “I already
than happy” to meet with any questions about
spoke” door hanger or if any other bylaws are
a position.
violated.
“No candidate can file grievances because
– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu
we want people to focus on their own individual campaigns,” Nagao said.
Another change being enforced this year
is no ASUSU officer can publicly endorse any-
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Aggies strut their way to top 25 ranking
By MATT SONNENBERG
sports editor

For the second time in
the past three seasons, Utah
State’s men’s basketball
team has found itself ranked
among the top 25 teams in
the nation. Monday’s release
of the latest rankings in the
ESPN/USA Today Coaches’
poll saw Utah State ascend
to a No. 25 ranking after
four weeks of receiving
votes.
A week ago the Aggies
found themselves with the
31st highest vote total in
the coaches’ poll only to see
nine out of 10 teams ahead
of USU in the rankings suffer losses over the course of
the week, leaving the Aggies
to jump ahead six spots in
the polls while Michigan
State, Kansas State and
Arizona all dropped from
the rankings. Several teams
with losses held their
ground in the top 25 and
others managed to propel
ahead of Utah State after
being ranked behind the
Aggies in last week’s polls.
One team in particular
who leapfrogged USU in the
rankings was the University
of Florida, who prior to
this week’s rankings have
won seven of its last eight
games, including road wins
at Xavier and at Tennessee.
The Gators were previously
locked into a five-way tie for
34th a week ago.
Despite a blowout loss
on the road Saturday to
Vanderbilt, West Coast
Conference power and
recent USU nemesis Saint
Mary’s College held onto its
top 25 ranking, checking
in just one spot ahead of
Utah State at No. 24. That
ranking could prove to be
particularly intriguing in
the coming weeks should
the two school be paired
against each other again in
the annual Bracketbuster
weekend.
The Aggies and Gaels
squared off as Bracketbuster
opponents during the 2008-

09 season, the last time
Utah State cracked the top
25, in a game that Saint
Mary’s held off Utah State
by a score of 75-64.
That 2009 season saw the
Aggies climb as high as No.
17 in the rankings before
a road loss to Boise State
stalled USU’s climb up the
rankings that season.
Prior to 2009, Utah
State’s next most recent
trip to the top 25 occurred
during the 2003-04 season,
when the Aggies landed as
high as No. 21 in the coaches’ poll on the strength of a
25-2 record.
While the Aggies have
not amassed any marquee
victories during this most
recent climb to the top 25,
they also have not suffered a
single bad loss in that span.
It is something that players
are well aware of in earning
this ranking and something
with which they are are taking a sense of accomplishment.
“It is nice to finally get some
national recognition and
I feel like we deserve it,”
senior forward Tai Wesley
said. “The two teams we lost
to this year are nationally
ranked teams that are having successful seasons.”
The Aggies losses to
No. 9 BYU and No. 20
Georgetown do not appear
to be haunting the team at
all as USU has entered the
top 25 with a record of 18-2,
compared to a 21-1 record
that it took for the Aggies
to crack the polls two years
ago. BYU and Georgetown’s
rankings in the RPI ratings
also speak to the quality of
opponents that the Aggies
faced in those two losses.
The Cougars currently rank
No. 1 in the nation in RPI,
while the Hoyas sit at No. 9.
Utah State’s RPI rating is
a bit of a different story considering the weaker caliber
of opponents that USU has
been stuck playing outside
of BYU and Georgetown.
The Aggies rank No. 41 in
RPI, and will likely have a
prime opportunity to gain a

UTAH STATE’S KRISTINA VOYTSEKHOVICH returns
a ball during tennis action last season. The tennis team opened its
season in dominating fashion with a 7-0 victory over the Bengals of
Idaho State. Statesman file photo

Tennis aiming
for win streak
BY USU ATHLETICS

AGGIE PLAYERS BROCKEITH PANE, Nate Bendall and Morgan Grim lead the team back into
the locker room following Saturday’s 59-49 win over New Mexico State which eventually propelled the
Aggies into the top 25. It is the fist top 25 ranking for Utah State since the 2008-2009 season, and the
first time in the top 25 for each of Pane, Bendall and Grim. STERLING BOIN photo

high-quality win with what
will likely be one of, if not
the premier match-up of
Bracketbuster weekend.
Much like in the polls,
Saint Mary’s sits exactly one
spot ahead of Utah State in
the RPI rankings, lending
more intrigue to a possible
Bracketbuster collision
course for the two programs. It also could potentially pose an opportunity

for USU to exact revenge on
the one team that has beaten
the Aggies at home since
2007.
The Aggies’ top 25 prowess will immediately be
put to the test this week as
they travel to play San Jose
State and Hawaii. While the
ranking is nice, USU head
coach Stew Morrill is not
taking anything for granted
in preparation for a pair of

tough road games.
“We appreciate the
recognition that a top 25
ranking gives to Utah State
University and the basketball program,” Morrill said.
“Our focus remains on trying to prepare ourselves for
our next opponent and trying to get better day by day.”
– matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Coming off a thrilling 4-3 win
against New Mexico State, Utah
State men’s tennis team will take
on the Idaho State Bengals on
Wednesday Jan. 25, at the Reed
Gym in Pocatello, Idaho.
The Aggies will be using the
momentum from their 4-3 victory over NMSU on Saturday to
hopefully cage the Bengals and
improve to 2-2 on the season.
Utah State is now tied for No. 75
with the College of William and
Mary in the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association rankings.
“This is a good step for the
USU tennis program. I am proud
of our players,” said USU head
coach Christian Wright.
It is believed to be the first
time in USU’s history to have a
ranked men’s tennis team, the
team is also first in the Western
Athletic Conference standings
this week, with a conference
record of 1-0. The Aggies will
be led by America First Credit
Union Player of the Week, senior
Jakob Asplund, who lost only
one match last week in doubles
and singles play. Leading the
doubles action for the Aggies
will be sophomore Sven Poslusny
and senior Bryan Marchant who
defeated the No. 38 ITA ranked
doubles team of Arthur Surreaux
and Jim Brouleau from NMSU on
Saturday, 9-8.
Wednesday’s match will be the
season opener for Idaho State who
is led by senior Danel Barrenechea
who recorded a 6-7 record at
the No. 2 spot in fall play. Also
returning for the Bengals is sophomore Nate Gross who was also
6-7 in fall play. Idaho State returns
five players from last year’s team.
Following their match with
Idaho State, the Aggies will travel
to Salt Lake City to take on the
University of Utah Utes on Friday
Jan. 28 at 5 p.m., at the Eccles
Tennis Center. The Aggies will
be looking to avenge a 5-2 loss to
the Utes last season. Utah is 1-0
this season with a victory against
Weber State on Jan. 21, by a score
of 4-3. The Utes are led by junior
Benito Suriano and sophomore
Dmytro Mamedov, who are
the veterans of a roster with no
seniors, completed with six freshmen.

Women’s tennis sweeps ISU to open season
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

The Utah State women’s tennis team
welcomed the season with broom in hand,
sweeping host Idaho State 7-0 in a match
yesterday in Pocatello, Idaho.
Following six straight-set victories,
the Aggies followed the tear with back-toback-to-back 8-3 wins in all three doubles
matches.
Needless to say, head coach Christian
Wright was more than pleased with his
team’s dominance, and the poise they carried to the Gem State.
“I liked the direction we were going
tonight – from our movement to staying
sharp,” Wright said. “I liked the focus,
and we didn’t exaggerate anything on
our shots. Sometimes in a game you get
excited and commit errors as a result, but
we controlled ourselves in that regard.”
Even the bottom of the order was dominant yesterday afternoon for USU, highlighted by junior Julie Tukuafu in the No.
5 spot. She took her sets 6-0, 6-0, while
senior Hailey Swenson limited junior Rilee
Moorhead of Idaho State to just one game
in their singles match-up.
In combining her play with her doubles
performance, Tukuafu took 20 games for
the afternoon, while falling in just three,
while Swenson won 20 of 24 and No. 1
player, senior Jaclyn West, was a combined 20-5.
Sophomores Kristina
Voytsekhovich and sophomore
Romina Nedakovic also
notched straight-set wins.
The Aggies did

receive one small scare during the match
when Idaho State’s
Laura Severino took junior Harris to
extra points in the first set. However,
Harris outlasted Severino, 7-6 (7-5), 6-1.
That near-blemish to a perfect win only
preceded the relatively easy doubles success.
Wright was pleased with the way the
Aggie women cooperated in doubles play
in not allowing many shots to escape
between the two on either side of the
court.
“In doubles, we moved well, and when
we had the opportunities to poach or cut
the ball in the middle, we did it,” said the
20-year coach. “We were very sharp. That
gave us a little bit of momentum.”
Though Wright was a bit concerned
about stepping into shots at times
during the match, he was pleased
overall heading into the match
against the Broncos.
“I was pleased with
how focused the girls
were,” he said. “We
were in-sync.
We did a
great job
support-

USU

ing
each
other,
put
in a on
lot
vs. Hawaii
of great work
in preparation for
this season, and it
showed.”

Utah State now faces a stiff in-conference challenge when they face Mountain
West Conference-bound Boise State
(2-0), who is ranked No. 38 in
the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association, Feb. 4 in Logan
at the Sport Academy and
Racquet Club.
– rhett.wilkinson@
aggiemail.usu.
edu
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WAC basketball power poll: USU still on top
By MATT SONNENBERG
sports editor

This week finally saw some more bigtime match-ups in WAC play, most notably with both Nevada and Utah State taking care of business at home against New
Mexico State, but there was also a bigtime game between Idaho and Boise State
which may have shed a little more light on
what to expect in the long run from the
Vandals.
As it stands, Utah State has a two-game
lead on everybody else and an absolute
stranglehold on the standings. The conference season is a game shy of the halfway
point and it looks like a layup to assume
that Utah State will four-peat. Everybody
looks to be battling for WAC Tournament
seeding at this point, making those No.
2 and No. 3 seeds look decently valuable
for any team hoping to avoid the Aggies
until the championship game of the tournament. Here is how things are currently
shaking down:
1) Utah State (18-2, 7-0)
– The No. 25-ranked
Aggies of Utah State don’t
have an overabundance of
blowout victories to their resume this season, but they have rarely gone down to the
wire in games either. In other words, they
may win ugly, but they do indeed keep
winning. The thing that makes this particularly impressive is USU’s ability to pull
out double-digit victories even when they

have an off night shooting the ball.
2) Boise State (12-7, 5-2)
– The No. 2 spot is about
as close to 2a and 2b as it
could possibly get. Boise
State and Idaho currently
have identical records on the season and
in WAC play. Even their record both home
and away are nearly exact matches. The
thing that gives the Broncos a leg-up is
their win over the Vandals in Moscow
Saturday.
3) Idaho (12-7, 5-2) – Despite
losing at home to rival Boise
State, the Vandals are still
the surprise of the WAC this
season. After a disappointing second season a year
ago for head coach Don Verlin, Idaho
has rebounded in a big way this season.
Making it even more impressive is the fact
that the Vandals graduated most of their
scoring from an underachieving 2009-10
team.
4) Nevada (7-13, 4-3)
– Much like the No. 2 and
No. 3 spots, Nevada and
New Mexico State are locked
into a tie for the No. 4 and
No. 5 spots, both with 4-3 records in WAC
play. Although Nevada’s season record is
worse than NMSU’s, the Wolf Pack laid a
19-point beat down on the red Aggies a
week ago in Reno to give them the edge.

FORMER USU CENTER BRENNAN MCFADDEN is taking
his talent to the Arena Football League, signing a contract with the
San Jose Sabercats. Photo courtesy of USU athletics

Nevada seems to finally be putting things
together with what has been a very young,
inexperienced team, but loaded with
potential.
5) New Mexico State (1011, 4-3) – This should be
the lowest New Mexico State
ever sits on this list for the
rest of the year. The size and
athleticism of this roster is
probably second-to-none in the WAC, but
the same could also be said about their
disorganization and lack of team chemistry. They’ve got firepower, especially with
Troy Gillenwater, but given the quality of
basketball the teams in front of NMSU are
playing, it will be a tough road for them.
6) Hawaii (12-8, 3-5)
– Similar to Boise State,
Hawaii is in the first year
of a new head coaching
regime, and the results look
to be good so far. After an 0-5 start to
conference play, the Warriors have suddenly won three games in-a-row and put
themselves right back into the mix for finishing in the upper half of the conference
standings. Zane Johnson is also proving
to be one of the best scorers in the conference.
7) Fresno State (7-10,
3-4) – On the flip side to
Hawaii’s slow start followed by a resurgence, the

Bulldogs started off 3-0 in WAC play and
have since lost four straight. Fresno State
suffers from the same disorganization as
New Mexico State so often does, but does
not have the caliber of talent to pick up
the slack like NMSU possesses. Chances
are that things will continue downhill for
Fresno State, too.
8) San Jose State (99, 1-6) – The last thing
anybody though San Jose
State could afford to do
was lose Adrian Oliver
for any period of time. Ironically enough,
when Oliver went down with an injury,
the Spartans still managed to nab their
lone WAC victory over Louisiana Tech,
even without the conference’s best scorer.
Still, even with Oliver back in the mix, the
Spartans will likely be cellar-dwellers this
season.
9) Louisiana Tech (9-12, 0-7)
– This team was really 9-4 at
one point this season, and it’s
tough to figure out how they
have not improved by watching
them play. They possess two
superstar players to go along with a supporting cast that seems decently capable
of winning some games when watching
them. Yet the Bulldogs remain winless in
WAC play, and it looks like it’s officially a
battle for last place between them and San
Jose State.
– matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu

Former all-WAC Aggie lineman signs with
three-time Arena League champion Sabercats
BY USU ATHLETICS

Former Utah State
football player Brennan
McFadden has signed with
the San Jose SaberCats of
the Arena Football League.
“I’m excited for the
chance to play football
again. I took some time off
to pursue my teaching credential and this opportunity
came about, and I couldn’t
pass it up. I’m excited that
I’m going to keep playing
football while I’m young and
I still can,” McFadden said.
McFadden, a native of
Grass Valley, Calif. (Nevada
Union HS), was a four-year
letterwinner at USU, seeing
action at three positions

in his Aggie career, playing blocking tight end as a
redshirt-freshman in 2006,
then moving to guard as
a sophomore in 2007. He
started at right guard in
the first seven games of
his junior season of 2008
before shifting to center in
the Fresno State game in
week eight after the first
two centers went down with
injuries, then started the
final three games at center.
He then started all 12 games
of the 2009 season at center.
McFadden was a second-team Lindy’s College
Football Preview Preseason
all-WAC selection as well as

a third-team Athlon Sports
College Football Preview
Preseason all-WAC honoree
prior to the 2009 season
after earning second-team
all-WAC accolades in 2008.
In 2009, McFadden
started all 12 games at
center, the second-straight
season in which he played
in every game of the season.
He anchored a USU offense
that set a school record for
total offense with 5,272
yards, and also paved way
for a Utah State rushing
attack that amassed 2,311
rushing yards, the first time
over 2,000 rushing yards
since 2,028 in 1975 and

the most since 2,701 a year
earlier in 1974. McFadden
helped clear the way for
USU running backs and
quarterbacks to score 25
rushing TD’s, which are the
fifth-most in school-history, while the 349 total
points scored is No. 3 on the
school record list. Overall,
McFadden anchored an
Aggie offense that posted
top 15 marks in school history in 14 different categories.
McFadden had a freeagent tryout with the
Cleveland Browns in April,
2010.

Aggie basketball buzz is back
It would be
a shame for
The View
me to keep
from
from throwing
out kudos in
Section F
the direction
of the other
person who
called out the
Spectrum for
not being up to its normal prowess this
season. That other person, of course, was
USU head coach Stew Morrill, who I’ll consider my unofficial partner in crime for the
time being.
The important thing, though, is that
the Spectrum last week was top-notch.
That was close to as good as it gets and
for good reason. The hostility was clearly
there for New Mexico State, as it should
be, and the thrills dished out by the team
were plentiful.
I also believe that everybody owes Brian
Green a sincere thank you for not hitting
that 3-pointer following Brady Jardine’s
monster dunk in the second half. Had
that shot gone in, I’m fully convinced that
the noise created would have shaken the
entire building to the ground, killing every
single person there. I also think that totally
would have been worth it for the several
seconds that the place was rocking harder
than it had ever rocked before, even if it
was a moment immediately prior to everybody in the building being crushed to
death.
Epic Spectrum moments and narrowly
averted unintentional genocides of 10,000plus fans aside, the most important thing
about this past weekend was that you
could finally feel the buzz surrounding
Utah State basketball again. It’s tough to
exactly explain this buzz, but it’s just an
inescapable feeling of excitement that you
can feel all over the campus. This realization first came to me in a nice quiet corner
of the library last Wednesday night leading
up to Thursdays game. I knew at that point
that things were going to be off the hook.
This buzz is something that skipped
last season in my opinion. There were
moments of it here and there, mainly with
the win over BYU, but for the most part the
energy and excitement didn’t quite catch

Matt Sonnenberg

on in the biggest of ways. This most recent
buzz is more reminiscent to the buzz
the team carried with them throughout
the entire 2008-2009 season when Utah
State won its second of three consecutive
Western Athletic Conference titles and
claimed the WAC Tournament championship in March.
Coincidentally, that season was also the
last time Utah State found itself among
the top 25 teams in the nation was also
that 2009 season, when seemingly everything went right for the Aggies until there
were about two minutes left in the NCAA
Tournament game against Marquette.
The difference this time around is that
this year’s Aggies have already delivered
road victories at the two venues in WAC
play where they were unable to secure victories in 2009. Not only that, but this year’s
Aggies pulled off the wins at Boise State
and at Nevada in convincing fashion.
Another chance for redemption could
potentially present itself on Bracketbuster
weekend should the Aggies get paired
up for a rematch with Saint Mary’s, who
soundly beat the Aggies in 2009 and then
became the only visiting team to win in
the Spectrum in nearly half a decade last
season.
That’s all still yet to come, though, and
for now the team will have their hands full
trying to slow down the WAC’s best scorer
in Adrian Oliver on Thursday and a Hawaii
team that already gave USU fits once this
season on Saturday. Each week will be a
new test, and should the Aggies come out
of this weekend still undefeated in WAC
play, this university had best get ready to
lose their minds again on Feb. 2 when both
ESPN2 and Nevada roll into town. If the
buzz wasn’t already obvious to you, it will
rear its vicious head for that game. You can
count on that.
In other words: rest assured Stew Morrill
– The Spectrum is back!

Matt Sonnenberg is a senior majoring in
print journalism. Matt is an avid fan of
Aggie athletics and can be found on the
front row of every home football and
basketball game. He can also be reached
at matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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There is comfort for those graduating
By NATASHA BODILY
staff writer

Every semester, a new group of scholars joins the student body of Utah State
University and another group leaves, venturing out into the real world. As these students
approach graduation, a question typically
surfaces: “What will I do after I graduate?”
To answer students’ questions, USU Career
Services will be holding a Senior Event today
in the Haight Alumni Center. This event is
sponsored by the Student Alumni Association
and is free to all students.
Those curious about how to get a job after
graduation can attend the event, which will
go from 5-7 p.m., where they will be able to
mingle with other students in similar situations and enjoy refreshments. Students can
receive answers about how to properly format
a resume and cover letters.
Donna Crow, executive director for USU
Career services, said she understands graduating in this economy can be overwhelming.
Paul Rossiter, a senior in finance, economics and entrepreneurship said, “I am having
an extremely difficult time deciding what I
want to do. I would like to attend graduate
school to obtain an MBA within 3-4 years,
but I would like to work somewhere for a few
years before I do that.“
Many students like Rossiter consider the
potential of furthering their education after
receiving their bachelor’s degrees.
“I considered grad school after I got my
bachelor’s last year,” said Aubrey Mecham,
a graduate in human relations. “Financially,
it just didn’t seem worth it to me.” Mecham
is currently working in human relations for
Hawkeye Technology in Logan.
According to the FAFSA website, Federal
Student Aid projects the average cost of
completing four years at USU to be nearly
$130,000, including tuition, fees, books, supplies, housing, transportation and personal
expenses.
“After my scholarship ran out, tuition
became really difficult to pay for,” said
Jennifer Beukers, a senior in Elementary
Education. “I had to put in more hours at
work and start budgeting, but I knew that I

needed to finish school, even though paying
for it kinda sucked.”
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) website, approximately 15 percent of
high school dropouts, 10 percent of high
school graduates with no college education,
8.5 percent of those with some college education and 5 percent of college graduates are
unemployed. Yet some students are concerned
they will have to compromise their ideal
future in order to get a job.
“I worry that we will have to accept jobs
with low salaries just for the sake of having a
job,” said Jodi Smedey, a senior in English. “I
think we are past the time when people can
expect to make it big without degrees.”
Smedley will be the first in her family to
graduate college.
In the past, it may have been easier to
become employed without a college education. The mid-1960s saw unemployment rates
as low as 4 percent, according the BLS website.
“We live in the knowledge age and it takes
having more skills and abilities to survive and
keep a job today,” said Brett Wolsey, a senior
in marketing.
Along with an increase in the desired skills
for employees, the job market competition
can be a worry for students and graduates.
“I was concerned about the competition for
public relations jobs. Because of the economy,
there were many post-grads trying to get jobs
and, seemingly, not enough agencies hiring,
“ said Peter Brown, a USU graduate in public
relations. “It motivated me to seriously look at
several options in different markets.”
Many students do not realize what will
await them after they graduate.
“I didn’t really have any fears about getting
a job in this current economic climate until
I moved back home and started looking for
work,” said Stephanie Maxwell, a graduate in
political science.
This Senior Event held by USU Career
Services is one of the many events and services they provide to try to ease students’ uncertainties and improve their chances of getting
jobs.

- See SENIOR, page 9

8 ways to succeed

• Identify which companies would fit your skills

• Expand your preferences – be willing to relocate
• Consider various company sizes
• Network with alumni and potential employers
• Prepare! (Resumes and interviews)
• Have small weekly goals, take action
• Build up skills
• Visit Career Services for help
– info gathered from Career Services

USU CAREER SERVICES is hosting the annual Senior Event today in the Haight Alumni Center. The
event aims to answer questions seniors may have about what to do after graduation. ANI AGHABABYAN
photo

Latin dancing in a workout
By MELODY CAMPBELL
staff writer

Two hobbies have collided into one exercise, taking the style
and energy of dancing and placing that into a workout.
Zumba is unlike regular fitness classes in that it’s based off
of Latin dancing. According to Amy Nixon, a certified Zumba
instructor at the Sports Academy, said “It’s like you’re dancing at
a club but getting a work out.”
There are four different steps in Zumba: the merengue, salsa,
cumbia, reggaeton.
Nixon said “It really doesn’t matter whether you can dance or
not.” She said the basic steps are quite simple. The cumbia is tapping your foot. The meringue is moving your hips form side to
side.
“The most complicated step is the salsa, which is basically just
stepping out and in,” Nixon said. “It kind of builds you into the

hard steps.”
Nixon, who has been an aerobics instructor for more than 13
years, is a dancer, but not a Latin dancer. She said there are different hip movements involved in Latin dancing, which she isn’t
as good at.
“I think it’s nice to have an instructor that’s not perfect at it,
because then you feel like ‘I don’t have to be perfect at as long as
I’m moving,’” Nixon said.
She also said anyone can do Zumba.
“It really doesn’t matter if you can dance or not.” Nixon said.
“You can still get a good work out, even if you’re not coordinated.”
Debbie Stauffer, a junior in Health Education and Zumba
participant,said, “If you don’t like to go to the gym because you
feel inadequate next to other people, it’s something that’s fun.”
Stauffer first started doing Zumba at her local gym in

- See ZUMBA, page 9

ZUMBA COMBINES LATIN DANCING with a workout. Those interested can participate in community classes, at the university, or
even buy the DVD for their own home. STERLING BOIN photo

A new way to
eat condiments
By MAX PARKER DAHL
staff writer

The nutrition and food sciences program has changed the
world of condiments. By replacing almost 80 percent of the oil
in regular mayonnaise with yogurt, Yogonnaise is one-third
the calorie content of oil-based mayonnaise.
The two food scientists responsible for the innovation that
won the $10,000 grand prize at the Idaho Milk Processors
Association contest said they aim to save the American public
from death by obesity.
“Pleasure-to-guilt ratio is high with Yogonnaise, so people
don’t feel guilty after eating it,” said co-developer Ranjeeta
Wadhwani, a researcher with dairy background. “People want
both pleasure and health in eating, but obesity is the biggest
problem in western countries and is spreading in Asian countries as well. It’s our job to take this challenge of obesity and
develop products that have more pleasure than guilt.”
First Lady Michelle Obama is campaigning to fight obesity
in children. Thursday, Wal-Mart announced that within the
next five years, it would set standards to zone in on sodium,
fats and sugars, as well as lowering prices for fruits and vegetables. The company would have to do so gradually, so the
general public would have time to adjust to the healthier food.
“Today people are becoming more health conscious,”
said Subash Shrestha, co-developer of Yogonnaise and food
scientist researcher. “But if you took the sodium content, for
example, from 100g and reduced it immediately to 50g, the
public would notice. But if you did it gradually, it would be
less noticeable.”
With Yogonnaise, Shrestha and Wadhwani said they developed the product with a low PH, which dissuades the growth
of bacteria. No added spices or flavors were included, but
Wadhwani mentioned hopes of curry, dill, ranch and an array
of berry flavored Yogonnaise.
“With this development, it is a base that can be modified
and used for different yogurt-based products,” Shrestha said.
“Even for lactose-intolerant people, there is no problem using
yogurt-based food because the lactose is turned into lactic
acid. It tastes just like the real thing in texture and mouthfeel.”
This development was rigorously judged on taste, texture
and appearance at the IMPA’s annual convention and won the
$10,000 grand prize.
Shrestha and Wadhwani said they are still developing products to improve the quality, safety and overall healthiness of

- See NUTRITION, page 8
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The tale of the
broken copier
I love being a humor columnist. Every week I experience an endless barrel of
Just a few
fun (and not the creepy kind
laughs
you’d find in “Pee Wee’s
Playhouse”). But sadly, at least
at the collegiate level, it isn’t
the most lucrative endeavor,
keeping a well-hearted man
from paying off his bills and,
more importantly, his Netflix
account.
For that purpose I have a
second income, one that has been harbored by poverty stricken students as far as the eye can see: an on-campus job.
Five days a week, between classes, I make my way to Old
Main 204 for my office job with the languages, philosophy
and speech communication department. Common scholars
know for a fact that a department name that long must be
incredibly interesting, and believe me, it is.
Never have I been able to walk through a copy room where
I could eavesdrop on conversations about President Regan’s
“tear down this wall” speech, the pronunciation and grammatical breakdown of the word “wall” in Portuguese and verbal
outlines of proof as to whether or not walls even exist, and all
at the same time. It surely makes for a great way to break from
studying my accounting workbook.
During my shift I share office space with Darla and Suzann
– full-time office workers and possibly the two coolest nonyoung adult people I can find campus-wide. Many days in
the office can be quite slow, but they are never shy of their
share of adventure. An experience last week should give you
proof:
I raced up two flights of stairs and into the office Thursday
morning, prepared for a basic two-hour stretch of shredding
paper and making copies, heightening my hopes only for the
possibility Suzann would bring a batch of the greatest chocolate chip cookies baked by a non-Keebler Elf.
I was greeted, however, by a blurring vision of frustrated
faces and countless quick-pacing professors who looked to
have experienced the worst. And they had. No, they weren’t
enduring death or sickness, economic crisis or even a surprise
visit from Falkor, the furry dragon from “the Never Ending
Story.” They had all experienced the mother of all office disasters: a broken copier.
The copier is the cytoplasm of all office supplies, the lifegiving machine that keeps offices and classrooms function at
a desirable rate. It never stops running, much like the stock
market or Forrest Gump.
The lack of a working copier meant terror to a collegiate
faculty, something more than havoc, and our only hope was
to hunker down, wait things out and pray nobody needed a
gratuitous amount of copies before the repair man showed
up.
Our wish didn’t come true, as a professor came in with a
doozy. She needed 200 copies, double half-sheets, in light
yellow, and needed it that day. We had little time, possibly
not enough yellow paper, and no copier to even get the job
done.
The tension seemed palpable and the task impossible. This
was when Darla – trusty, determined, down-right heroic Darla
– used her brain and came to the rescue, based on her profound declaration, “let’s try scanning and printing the sheets
on the computer.”
It almost felt like preparing for an emergency appendectomy as I filled the printer with the ever-vital sheets of yellow
loose-leaf and Darla sat armed and ready at her computer
making printouts 50 at a time.
I waited in angst as if waiting for my own child’s birth or
the season premiere of “Jerseylicious” as the copies filtered
through the plastic bells and whistles one by one. Everything
ran smoothly, and the first 150 copies came to be without a
single flaw.
Now the pressure was deep, akin to the 18th hole of the
Masters, as we approached the final 50 copies. Was there
enough paper? Was there enough ink? Can Darla’s finger
handle the immense pressure of the moment as it clicked the
mouse one last heart-pounding time?
The last 50 became 25, then 10, and before long every
copy made it into existence, shouts of joy in almost every
heart in the office. I approached the printer to pull out one
sheet of yellow paper, the only one left in the printer. We had
done it, and almost at the buzzer.
Baffled, I wondered on what great power, what controller
of the human condition, made this all possible. On a freezing day, in an allergy-infested office, we had all witnessed a
miracle. We sat together and relished in the wonder of it all.
Then we all ate lunch. I mean, good golly, its 1 p.m. already.
All this talk of walls and heaven-sent copying miracles is rough
on an empty stomach.
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Street Speak
You just robbed a bank. What is your next move?
“Find a nice car to get away.”
– Vidur Chengappa,
graduate student
business administration

“Go to Canada.”
– Gina Baldazzi,
management and
information systems

SteveSchwartzman

– steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu

“I would not do it in the first
place.”
– Derick Denning,
graduate student
information systems

“Move to a country where
there is no extradition treaty
between the U.S. and that
country.”
– Vineet Lakhlani,
finance and
economics

Information gathered by ANI AGHABABYAN

Nutrition: Students beginning other projects
-continued from page 7
foods that we commonly eat.
Wadhwani said she is currently experimenting with the
standard ingredients of cheese to reduce fat and incorporate
dietary fiber. Her dairy background and research has enabled
her to manipulate levels of sodium, fat, and fiber and has had
her work published in an academic journal highlighting her
advances.
Shrestha said he is working on a solution for mass-quantity
production of food, focusing on safety and quality. He calls
his process the ‘Aggie Burger’, which would cook the outside
surfaces of the patty partially, as is the norm. Then, the burger
would be left in a marinade to finish the cooking process.
“The temperature of the marinade would ensure a uniform
cooking, and would be able to be held for up to four hours,”
Shrestha said. “The longer the holding time, the juicier the
burger. So instead of customers getting an inferior-quality

product, it would maintain safety longer, and taste better.”
Shrestha is also developing a zero-calorie, yogurt-based
chocolate. He has been experiencing setbacks including cohesion of ingredients, and similar ‘mouth-feel’ associated with
the addictive substance.
Both doctoral candidates said they want to improve the
general health of the American public, and wanted to publicly
thank those who helped them achieve a Yogonnaise success.
“We really admire these people for their support, especially Western Dairy, Don McMahon, Brian Numerson, Carl
Brotherson and Dave Irish. We couldn’t have done it without
them.”

– m.p.dahl@aggiemail.usu.edu

TWO FOOD SCIENTISTS DESIGNED a healthier alternative to mayonnaise called Yogonnaise. This new product contains one-third
the calories of regular mayo, and won first place at an Idaho competition. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

CREST WOODs
Brentwood
736 E 900 N

Lynwood
880 N 650 E

FEATURES:
• Practically on campus
• Full bath in each
bedroom
• Free wireless internet
• Fully equipped kitchen
• Washer & dryer
• Furnished
• Covered parking
Edgewood

Edgewood
736 E 800 N

Stay in the
BEST single
student
housing!
PRICES:
Entire Summer •
from $560
School Year •
Private from $3,150
Shared from $2,490

435-755-3181
www.logancrestwoods.com

Live & Work

Abroad
Job Preview
Thursday, Jan. 27
University Inn
Room 507
4-5 p.m.

www.peacecorps.gov
(800) 424-8580
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A simple, cheap and delicious way to eat granola
I
don’t
know about
you,
but
Eat That
every night
before I go
to bed, I plan
to wake up
on time the
next day, and
every morning I still sleep in. It doesn’t seem
to matter whether I have to be up at 6:30 or 9,
I always snooze until the last possible minute
and end up rushing out the door with no time
for breakfast, especially if breakfast means anything more than a bowl of cold cereal. Which
is pretty unfortunate when I think that I’m missing out on the chance to eat a nice, hot bowl
of oatmeal.
Oats are famous for their ability to not only
prevent high cholesterol but also decrease
cholesterol levels, and that’s just the beginning
of what they can do for you. They have tons
of fiber, which helps reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease and can make you feel fuller
longer (which can help you lose weight). Also,
the antioxidants they contain make them comparable to, and some people even argue better
than, a lot of fruits and vegetables in keeping
you healthy.
There are so many different ways to eat
oats, so if the only way you’ve ever tried them
is prepackaged and microwaved, you’re in for
a treat if you try them any other way, including whole (groats), steel cut, old-fashioned or
even as a flour added to oatmeal muffins and
breads.
My favorite kind of oat is steel cut oats,
which you can get in the bulk section of many
grocery stores. They are cut by steel blades
(hence the name) that leave them with a
unique chewy texture and a tasty nutty flavor.
You can cook them the same way you cook
old fashioned oats (2 1/2 cups water, 1 cup
oats, pinch of salt, bring to a boil) but they do
take a little bit longer. Believe me, it’s worth it.
If you’re like me with my lazy morning problem, you might not have time to make yourself
a pot of oatmeal every day. Another good way
to get your oats (and get your breakfast) is
granola. Most granolas use old-fashioned (also
known as rolled) oats as their base.
The pros to making your own granola are
endless, but to name a few: it’s way tastier,
significantly cheaper than buying it from the
box and seriously better for you. Also, you can

Jennelle Clark

change it up and make it just how you like it
and it’s easy to make. If you make a big batch
Sunday night you’ll be set for a week of healthy,
delicious and even portable breakfasts.
Granola:
2 1/2 cups rolled oats
1 cup sliced or slivered almonds
3/4 cup shredded sweetened coconut
1/4 cup brown sugar
1/4 cup maple syrup or honey
1/4 cup vegetable oil
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 teaspoon salt
Preheat
Fahrenheit

the

oven

to

250

degrees

In a large mixing bowl, combine the oats,
almonds, coconut and brown sugar and stir
with a wooden spoon until combined.
In a separate bowl, combine the maple
syrup or honey, vegetable oil and salt and
whisk until combined. Drizzle the oil mixture
over the oat mixture and use the wooden
spoon or your hands to toss until the oat mixture is completely coated.
Spread the mixture onto two baking sheets
and cook for 1 hour and 15 minutes, stirring
once every 15 minutes or so. Remove from the
oven and let cool to room temperature before
transferring to a large bowl. Store in a sealed
plastic bag or an airtight container in the fridge
and this granola will keep for weeks.
Once you have cooked the granola, you
can mix in anything from raisins to dried cherries to chocolate candies. The sky’s the limit.
Also, you can play around with the recipe
by using maple syrup, honey or a combination of both and by adding cinnamon, maple
extract or even a couple tablespoons of peanut butter. You can also substitute some or all
of the almonds for any other kind of nut you
like.
I like to make parfaits, layering vanilla yogurt
and thawed frozen raspberries and topping it
with the granola. It’s so good I might even get
out of bed on time tomorrow morning.
– jenn.wilson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Senior: Event hosted today
-continued from page 7
Crow said she knows that employment is difficult during this
recession, but feels that “all is not lost.” She and other staff
members agree that the worst thing students can do is take no
action because of the economy.
“We are seeing things pick up with increased career and
internship postings, and our career fair attendance is up from
last year,” Crow said.
Crow also said Career Services works on four different
areas in a students life to achieve success. The four areas are
career exploration, internships, graduate school preparation
and testing and career employment.
USU Career Services’ website provides more information
on the services they provide as a “link between students and
meaningful career employment.”
– natasha.bodily@aggiemail.usu.edu

Zumba: Created in the ‘90s
-continued from page 7
Clearfield.
“I would just go run at the gym, and I would see the class going
on and I’d hear the music and everyone was just having fun, and
I was like, ‘okay that’s the kind of exercise I wanna do,’” Stauffer
said.
Most of the music the class uses is choreographed to is Latin.
Amanda Thomas, a junior in the Dietetics program, said she
liked this about Zumba.
“I’m Hispanic, so I grew up with it,” Thomas said.
Nixon said that while the music includes real Latina and Latin
hip hop, there are also routines to Michael Jackson, and songs
like “Dynamite” by Taio Cruz.
Britney Marler, a junior in literature, said she liked Zumba
because “it’s kind of a party.”
Nixon said in addition to being a great calorie-burning exercise, it is a good abdominal workout because of the hip movements.
“You really have to engage your core,” Nixon said. “If you
don’t like to do sit-ups and don’t like to do crunches, try Zumba
instead.”
Zumba was started in the ‘90s by a man in Colombia named
Beto, Nixon said. She said he forgot his regular aerobics music
one day when teaching a class. He had to improvise with what he
had, which was Latin music.
“Everybody in his class that day loved the workout, loved the
change, felt like they were in a party,” Nixon said. Since then
Zumba has spread across the world. Nixon said that Zumba
appeals to all ages, men and women.
“It’s a low-impact exercise,” she said, so older people with joint
problems can still participate.
The university is offering two Zumba classes for credit, taught
by Nixon and another instructor from the Sports Academy. The
university classes are 45 minutes long.
Nixon said that includes a warm-up, a 30-minute cardio workout, and a cool-down. “You stay standing the whole time, burn
calories the whole time.”
Zumba classes are also offered through the Fun, Fit, Forever
program at the HPER building. With a pass, which is available
to students for $35, students can attend Zumba classes Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. and Saturdays at 10:30 a.m.
“I think it’s fun to learn how to dance while exercising,”
Thomas said. “It’s something to try for people who don’t like to
exercise.”
– melody.campbell@aggiemail.usu.edu

HOMEMADE GRANOLA IS NOT only less expensive but also tastes better. It can also be personalized to individual tastes by using different types of oats or changing ingredients. JENNELLE CLARK photo
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THE COLD
WEATHER can
affect the range of
activities available
for pet and people
exercise. Skijoring
can be a way to
combine a human
pastime, skiing,
and dogsledding
to exercise both
human and animal.
JESSE DREDGE
photo

From Georgia to Sundance
Kris Cali, a 42-year-old mother of three
from Atlanta, Ga., came to Utah for the
first time during this year’s Sundance Film
Festival. Cali won a three-day trip to the
festival from the website luckychic.com,
an online penny-auction site where items
are timed and each incremental bid adds
10 cents to the price, and 20 seconds to the
clock.
The Utah Statesman caught up with her
during the festival and had a chance to chat
with her about visiting Utah and mingling
with Hollywood celebrities.

KC: A couple of our favorites, we saw the
shorts program, Shorts 3. I think there were
a couple of comedies kind of thrown in there
but it was mostly dramatic entries.
Or there was one called “Crazy Beats
Strong Every Time” that was like a dramatic story about some kids from Brooklyn.
They’re trying to get an alcoholic father
home and find a place for him to sleep at
night.
It gets really intense and we ended up
meeting the actors at the end and we had a
long conversation about Atlanta and that was
unforgettable. Another movie we saw was
“The Redemption of General Butt Naked,”
which was a documentary, and that one was
terrific.

Utah Statesman: What made you bid for
the trip?

US: You said that you wanted to buy this as a
gift for your son. Did he have a good time?

Kris Cali: I have a son who is a senior this
year, graduating from high school, and
he’s interested in drama and writing – like
screenwriting and things like that.
So I thought that would be a perfect trip
for him since he’s graduating and will attend
Georgia State in the fall. The auction went
on, I was in front of the computer screen for
15 hours. Finally at 6 a.m., I won.

KC: Yes, he said yesterday it was probably
his most memorable vacation that we’ve ever
had. He loved it.
The really neat thing is that he wants to
get into either writing or script-writing or
acting or something in that area. He’s not
exactly sure but we managed to do a lot of
the Q&A sessions with the different directors
and actors of some of the films. He asked
questions and they called on him at every
event so a lot of the people were able to give
him really good advice and I think he came

By BENJAMIN C. WOOD
editor in chief

US: How many days was the trip?
KC: It was from Friday the 21st until Sunday
the 23rd. And Lucky Chic provided roundtrip airline and then a couple of nights at a
lodge at Heber City. It was great. So we actually were able to get some tickets to a couple
of movies that we saw and we had a terrific
time.

away with a lot of information that’s good for
a high schooler going into college.
US: Whenever you go to Sundance, the first
thing people ask is “Who did you see?” Did
you see anyone famous or did you have any
interaction with some people that surprised
you?
KC: We did. We saw several famous people.
The first that we saw was actually at the
airport, it was Patrick Wilson from “The
Watchmen.” Then kind of through a glass
window we saw Terrence Howard and Liv
Tyler and they were being interviewed. But
kind of the most memorable for my son, he
had gone off on his own and he saw James
Franco. He wasn’t really close by, there was
a crowd around him but he saw him and
my son yells out “You’re brilliant,” and then
James Franco goes “You’re brilliant too.” I
don’t think he’ll ever forget that.
He also met Peter Dinklage, he actually
met him and shook his hand and was able to
speak with him for a little bit. We spoke with
some up and comers from the “Crazy Beats
Strong Every Time” movie and there was a
movie called “Benevidas Born,” we haven’t
seen it but the actress is Carina Calderon
and we met her and were able to get some
pictures with her.
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

US: Had you ever been to Utah before?
KC: No, never.
US: What did you think of the area?
KC: It was beautiful. It was absolutely beautiful. I was very impressed with the people
from Utah because, you know, the South is
known for having a lot of friendly people but
I almost think that Utah almost has Atlanta
beat. Everyone was so friendly I couldn’t
believe it.
US: What were some of the movies you guys
were able to see?

KRIS CALI (CENTER) WON a three day trip to the Sundance Film Festival after bidding on a website. She bid on the trip as a present to her son, who is interested in the filming
industry. photo courtesy KRIS CALI

Ideas for winter
activities with pets
By JESSE DREDGE
staff writer

Oh, the joys of pet ownership. Pets come with all sorts of pleasures
and woes. Some owners find more woes than others, but, regardless
of these annoying parts, a therapeutic bond can form.
An article published in the Western Journal of Nursing Research
in 2002 found that the presence of brightly colored fish in an aquarium positively affected eating habits and nutrition of Alzheimer’s
patients.
Another article, published in the Journal of the American Heart
Association in 2001, concluded that while medications can lower the
blood pressure in hypertension patients, pets accomplish this better
by lowering patient response to stresses that cause high blood pressure.
So, for better or worse, we have pets. Some pets, like parakeets,
guinea pigs and turtles, sit in their respective containers all day. More
interactive pets, like dogs, cats and horses, require daily playing,
walking or grooming to be healthy.
All pets need care, and that care requires time. An owner can take
his pet to play fetch in the park or for a walk, run or bike ride along
the many trails in Logan Canyon. Pets such as dogs are great backpacking partners, for they hardly ever complain and they love to be
alone with you however long you are wandering.
However fun these activities are in the spring, summer and fall,
the owner’s desire to leave the house may wane during the cold winter.
“Her love handles are quite evident during the winter,” said
Lauren Hancey, social studies secondary education major, regarding
her dog Lila. “But, the last thing I want to do is trudge out into the
cold inversion weather with the dog.”
What can one do to entertain their dog during the winter? Winter
activities in Cache Valley are abundant and many are dog-friendly.
For example, snowshoeing and cross-country skiing exercise both
the dog and the owner. One sport, skijoring, involves the dog pulling
its cross-country skiing owner in a mix between skiing and dog sledding.
If your dog is more athletic, wear him out in deep, ungroomed
snow such as the Jardine Juniper trail, located approximately 12 miles
up Logan Canyon. Smaller and older dogs can jog along groomed
trails such as Green Canyon, located in North Logan.
With the right clothing, these activities are generally warm. Skis,
snowshoes, GPS devices and other equipment are available to rent
at the Outdoor Recreation Program (ORP), located east of Romney
Stadium.
Additionally, the ORP has begun a trial dog policy at their yurt in
Green Canyon. The yurt, located three miles up Green Canyon, has
all the amenities for a warm cozy night in the winter wild. Equipped
with a woodburning stove, a propane cooking stove, cushioned beds,
and cutlery, it is a place to camp outdoors with your dog, and not
freeze.
The yurt, discounted for students, is rented through the ORP and
owned by campus recreation. Check availability by calling 435-7973264 or stopping into the ORP.
The groomed trail to the yurt accommodates small, fat and old
dogs alike. Once there, the owners with more energetic dogs can
explore the adjacent Naomi Wilderness with its deep snow and crosscountry skiing trails. Due to Forest Service policy, the dogs must be
leashed for the first mile up Green Canyon. After that mile, however,
the dog is free to romp and play.
Both owner and pet benefit from continued winter activity.
Activity can curb the winter blues for both parties, and then soon, it
is back to playing fetch in the park.
– jddredge@gmail.com
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New election rules
enhance democracy

Benjamin C. Wood
News Editor
Catherine Meidell

T

he way we elect our student government has
recently undergone some rule-changes.
We applaud PR director Lacey Nagao and
the rest of the council for seeing that things needed to change and taking action.
In our opinion, the changes to campaign rules
and voting policies are for the better – the betterment of our student government and the betterment of the democratic process.
With elections for the 2011-12 academic year
less than a month away, here’s a little vocab:
ASUSU: Associated Students of Utah State
University. It consists of an executive council and
senate several officers and committees, both
elected and appointed. The appointed positions
are filled by those you elect, so make sure you
trust the person you put in office.
A-frame: The giant, 3-dimensional sign each
candidate is allowed in addition to posters and
fliers. Campus will be littered with them, and they
will be surrounded by people handing you things
and asking you to vote for whoever’s name is on
the sign. In the past candidates have coaxed voters to cast their choice at their A-frames with the
candidates in question breathing down their neck,
this will no longer be allowed.
Dorm-storm: Yes, candidates will still be allowed
to campaign at on-campus housing, but with the
new rules, door hangers and buttons will be provided to voters who do not wish to be approached
by candidates either at home or around campus.
Voting Stations: New with the recent changes,
the library and the TSC will now have voting
booths set up with impartial attendants who can
provide information on candidates.
Other changes include disallowing personal
computers at candidates’ A-frames and keeping
current ASUSU officers from endorsing candidates. There will also be no grievances filed from
one candidate to another, which we hope will
keep candidate’s focus on the job they’re running
for rather than just discrediting their opponent.
Students can still file a complaint if they feel a
candidate violates a rule.
Student elections have been somewhat of a
joke in years past. With these changes, we believe
campaigning will be conducted more ethically and
voters will be more educated about their choices
though there is still room for improvement.
While it is possible that candidates’ inability to
carry laptops whilst dive-bombing freshmen and
demanding they “vote-for-me-right-now, clickhere” will mean fewer students vote, we’re willing
to risk quantity in favor of quality. Listen, ask questions and vote!

You’re worth more
if you’re poor
As a Libertarian, I agree with
Opposition
almost every single social issue
supported by the Democrats.
Research
We agree that the government
should not be used as a force
for coercion to impose subjective religious moral laws on an
unwilling population. I proudly stand with my democratic
brothers and sisters when we
argue for same-sex equality and for a woman’s reproductive
rights. We agree that not only should we be socially tolerant, we
should be socially accepting. But such a wonderful relationship
can only go so far. If you were to ask us questions about the role
of government in health care or helping those less fortunate,
you will end up with two completely different answers. On
social issues we are the best of friends. On economic issues we
become the most bitter of enemies.
The fundamental difference between us two can be exposed
through the following question. “Do the rich have an obligation
to help the poor?” Democrats answer that we as a moral nation
do. Libertarians reply, “HELL NO.”
The fundamental difference is on one key word, obligation.
An obligation in terms of welfare translates to higher taxes being
imposed on the rich to support welfare programs for those that
are said to be “in need.” Libertarians claim that you are entitled
to the fruits of your labor and the government should not steal
your hard-earned cash. Democrats respond that helping the
poor is the morally right thing to do; if it requires higher taxes
on the rich to fund such welfare programs then so be it.
While Libertarians generally cite what they believe to be the
proper role of government to counter redistribution of wealth, I
believe the argument can be extended much further. I oppose
redistribution of wealth because I believe that if you looked
carefully at it, you’ll discover that it is actually a dangerous philosophy based solely on the continuance of human suffering.
Under our capitalistic society, you as an individual are valued solely for what you contribute to our society. Capitalism

Justin Hinh

- See WORTH, page 12
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ForumLetters
Parkhurst was
an asset
To the editor:
Monday’s front page
article in the Statesman
titled “ASUSU exec. council
removes Parkhurst”, regarding why Skyler Parkhurst left
office was misleading and
inaccurate. The executive
council did not vote him out.
He left for personal reasons.
It states in Monday’s article that Parkhurst’s removal
from office was executed
through a two-thirds majority
vote by the executive council. This is false. Only elected
officers can be removed by
a two-thirds majority vote,
Skyler is an appointed officer.
It is disappointing that the
Statesman chose to inaccurately exploit a fellow student
and mislead readers regarding such a personal matter. I
find that classless. The work
that Parkhurst took on as the
Arts and Lectures director
raised the bar for this position.
Our goal as a programming board this year was to
produce memorable events.
Skyler did just that. The BJ
Novak event, while controversial, raised awareness
regarding how fee money is
spent. Students actually
began to voice their opinion
on the matter. I haven’t seen
such student involvement in
my five years at Utah State
regarding an event. Parkhurst
made a bold move, and it
generated local and statewide publicity for the university, in addition to being a
memorable event.
Skyler brought former
skin-head and neo-Nazi TJ
Leydon. This lecture became
part of Utah State’s Think,
Care, Act campaign. Typically
these types of lectures are

low in attendance; however,
a large crowd left the TSC
Ballroom that night with a
new perspective regarding hate and discrimination.
Again, a memorable event
surrounded by great publicity.
Most recently, Parkhurst
brought to campus former
NBA Jazz star Jeff Hornacek.
Jeff spoke to a packed TSC
ballroom. Parkhurst’s idea to
have a shoot-off with Aggie
basketball player Brian Green
after the lecture drew a great
crowd and got people excited
about the basketball season.
Student’s took pictures with
Jeff and got Jazz memorabilia
signed. It was a great night
that won’t be forgotten.
Skyler was a great asset
to the programming board
and will be missed. On behalf
of the programming board,
advisers, and the executive
council, I thank Skyler for raising the bar.
Tom Atwood

Putting a price
on our time
To the editor:
I am in total opposition
to the common hour, both
the measure itself and the
way it was passed. Both are
drenched with disregard for
students’ voices and a far
distant removal from student life. It’s unfortunate and
rather disappointing that a
measure that will have such
a drastic effect on students’
lives was passed without ever
really asking the students
themselves. After all, it is our
money.
But rather than rehash
what has already been said,
I’d like to speak on behalf
of a different group of students and what I believe to

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum
be some common views we
share. I am a married student.
I have been married for about
a year and a half and have
loved every minute of it. But
there are days where I am
awake and with the woman
I love for a mere few hours
due to the demands of life.
Therefore, that time is precious to me and cannot have
a price tag put on it. I recognize the need to be away at
times but that doesn’t mean I
enjoy it.
But apparently there are
those on this campus who
think you can put a price
on my time. They call them
student fees and use them to
justify keeping hard-working
couples out of their homes.
With scarce jobs in Logan,
budget cuts dropping classes
and mouths to feed, is it any
wonder taking a primetime
hour out of two school days a
week is meeting such opposition? In my four semesters
here at USU I’ve had a class
during the “common hour”
every semester. It fits with
work and allows me to be
home at a reasonable hour.
Having to leave earlier, come
home later or work longer
nights is just not worth a guest
lecture, no matter who it is.
Even though I ive in Aggie
Village, a mere five minutes
from campus, I still would not
leave my home to attend a
guest lecture because nothing this campus has to offer
can compete with what I
already have. We don’t have
any children yet but can you
imagine how much stronger
that feeling would be for
those that do? Just because
married students might not
be as socially active as single
students on campus doesn’t
make us any less of a student.
Respect our time and stop
trying to put a price tag on it.
Eric Arthur

Are you a well-spent investment?
Students
Faculty
in my classes
over whelm Voices
ingly reject
the notion
that governments should
redistribute
income. They
consider it
theft to tax a deserving wage earner to give
subsidies – or “welfare” – to others. So, many
are genuinely surprised to learn that taxpayers
are subsidizing them, covering up to half the
cost of education at a public research university – many assume if they don’t get a Pell grant,
they are paying their own way. While state
subsidies have declined in recent years – still
around $80 billion this year – federal subsidies
have increased; approximately $150 billion will
subsidize students this year. Is student aid a
good investment, or just another special interest subsidy? What could possibly be the rationale to take tax dollars from a retail employee,
for example, to pay someone else to become
a wealthy doctor or lawyer?
The answer is that education does more than
enrich individuals, it provides “public goods” as

Steve Sharp

well. Education is expected to produce innovation and economic growth, foster citizenship,
improve social cohesion, and increase mobility. When more people are educated, everyone
benefits. Unfortunately, education is hard to
finance. There have been experiments where
investors paid students’ tuition in exchange for
a portion of their future earnings, but private
investment has never supplied sufficient education for a modern economy. This “public
good” of education rationale is accepted by
mainstream Republicans as well as Democrats,
so although some programs may be affected,
there is no chance that federal student aid will
disappear.
Of course, accepting that higher education is an investment doesn’t mean the
money is always well spent. Degrees can’t
produce public benefits if they are empty
credentials. According to the just published
“Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on
College Campuses,” 36 percent of graduating
seniors failed to increase their ability to reason,
think critically, or write while in college – if
you prefer your glass half-full, 64 percent of

- See WELFARE, page 12
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
How often do you
drink soda?
•
•
•

Every day.
Every week or so.
Never.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.

Page 12

The Utah
Statesman:
Downloading to
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1902.
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does not care about your race, class or any
other irrelevant barrier. You are judged solely
based on how much you produce and how
hard you work.
Under redistribution of wealth, however,
you are not valued based on how much you
contribute to society but rather based on what
your needs are. It is irrelevant how hard you’ve
worked to overcome your circumstances. The
only question asked of you is “How much help
do you need?”
On the surface helping others seems like
the moral thing to do. We’ve been raised our
entire lives to help others. But there are subtle
yet horrific consequences that are not easily
seen under this philosophy.
The first is that redistribution of wealth
dehumanizes those it is trying to help. It imposes a system in which people are only valued as
long as they have a need that must be fulfilled.
The poor are not seen as people that are struggling to survive. They are seen as a number on
a statistic that was deemed morally intolerable.
As soon as you have a need filled, you not only
become useless to the cause, you are now
seen as the enemy. You only need to look to
the Democrat’s bias against the rich for proof.
The second consequence is economics.
When you give the poor money only because
they are poor, you are incentive-izing a low
socioeconomic status. Why would you work
hard to move yourself from poverty if you’re
given welfare checks simply for being poor?
It’s no shock, then, that those on welfare
programs such as unemployment benefits take
advantage of the system and wait until the final

weeks of benefits to begin seriously looking for
work. Or even worse, they lobby congress to
extend benefits for months longer. Only under
redistribution of wealth can an oxymoronic
term such as “Unemployment Benefits” exist.
Along with incentive-izing the poor to
remain poor, the philosophy of redistribution
of wealth throws a good old IRA pipe bomb
into the fundamental pillars of capitalism. In
order to fund these massive social programs,
the government taxes the rich at a higher percent. Imagine this logic applied to a local business setting. An employer would be stupid if he
demanded that his best employees work twice
as hard to cover for other employees slacking
on the job. It dis-incentive-izes people to work
harder and to aspire to new heights because if
they do, they end up paying more and getting
less.
This is why we Libertarians have so many
economic issues with democrats. We believe
that redistribution of wealth creates more
problems than it solves and that a free market
will lift more people out of poverty. But for me,
it ultimately comes down to how we should
value people. Should we value people based
on how much they contribute to society? Or
should we base it on the importance on need?
I for one believe you should not be worth more
simply because you have less.

Justin Hinh is a sophomore majoring in Political
Science and Economics and president of the
USU College Libertarians. He can be reached
at justintsn10@aggiemail.usu.edu.

Welfare: Degree is no guarantee
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seniors did increase their ability. Simply increasing the number of such degree-holders
could hardly be in the national
interest. Another troubling
statistic raises further doubts:
only 31 percent of adults with
bachelor’s degrees are “prose
literate,” meaning 69 percent
are unable to understand and
compare written arguments
– a troubling prospect for a
democracy.
Even if higher education
does yield overall economic
growth, your returns, as they
say, may vary. Governments
can only guess how much
of a public good to provide,
and allocations are usually

made for political reasons. If
more degrees are produced
than the economy demands,
the value of the credential
decreases. In China, colleges have turned out so many
degrees that many recent
graduates are earning less
than factory workers, competing for jobs to shovel waste
or work as street peddlers.
Because there is insufficient
private demand, graduates in
Egypt, and other developing
countries, famously fill counterproductive bureaucracies
to overflowing. Similar horror
stories are not unknown here.
By most measures, there is
an oversupply of law-school
graduates and Ph.Ds in some
fields – a growing concern
as more white-collar services
are outsourced. Today, one
in four college grads earns
less than the top quartile of
high school grads. Plumbing
is harder to outsource to India
than many jobs that require
degrees.
Unfortunately, many students are banking on a misleading statistic: over a lifetime,
the average college graduate
supposedly earns a million
dollars more than the average
high school grad. A more careful analysis, which took into
account the four to six years
of foregone earnings and the
cost of attendance – including student loans – concluded
the average college premium
is closer to $300,000. That’s
still significant, but averages
can be deceiving. Marginal
performers in low-demand
fields may actually come out
behind, particularly if they
incur significant debt. We do

a disservice to many by pushing the myth that a four-year
degree is the only way to succeed in life.
So, as costs continue to
escalate, when does college
cease to be a good investment?
Today, if you’re not using your
time productively. No system
is free of waste; governments
and institutions certainly have
room to improve, but you
have to shoulder your share
of responsibility. Are you one
of the students just passing
through, blissfully confident
that minimal effort will get you
a magic diploma and guaranteed economic security? It
won’t.
Graduating still increases
your odds of financial success. But to make years of college into a good investment,
you need to do more than fill
a seat. Why not fully exploit
a rare privilege? Take advantage of academic “coaches”
who want to help you learn to
think critically and to express
yourself clearly. Draw on the
helpful resources of Student
Services. Get involved in a
cause and develop leadership
skills. Explore truth and beauty.
Students who leave campus
with an unquenchable thirst
for learning improve their individual prospects and are well
worth society’s investment,
too. If you’re not headed in
that direction, maybe you are
just collecting welfare checks.

Steve Sharp teaches
Comparative Politics and
is the Executive Director
of Financial Aid & Student
Employment

www.a-bay-usu.com
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2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444
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Wednesday

Jan. 26
Today is Wednesday,
Jan. 26, 2011. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Brian
Colburn Orr, a junior
majoring in speech
communications from
Hamilton, Mont.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1972 Radio Hanoi
announces North
Vietnam’s rejection of
the latest U.S. peace
proposal. Henry
Kissinger responds
publicly, condemning
the North Vietnamese
announcement and
criticizing Hanoi’s
nine-point counter-proposal, which had been
submitted during the
secret talks.

Weather

High: 34° Low: 18°
Skies: Partly cloudy

Wednesday, Jan. 26, 2011

- Research on Capitol Hill, Rotunda, 9
a.m.
- Dr. Susan Shaw Lecture, MC Library
101, 2:30 p.m.
- Senior Event, Alumni Center, 5 p.m.
- The NSCS Opening Social, Fun Park,
7-8:30 p.m.
- USU Opera, Lyric Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
- Art Exhibit: Mentor/Mentee,
Tippetts

Thursday

Jan. 27
- USU Powder Wagon, TSC parking lot,
leaves 8 a.m.
- FREE Fitness Assessments, noon
- Pre-Vet club activity, 6:30 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Hawaii, 7
p.m.
- Country Dance fundraiser, TSC
Ballroom, 7-10 p.m.
- Dash 4 Cash Fundraiser, Fieldhouse,
7:30-9 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball at San Jose State,
8:05 p.m.

Friday

Jan. 28
- Taste of Logan, downtown logan,
6-9 p.m.
- USU Opera Theatre, Lyric Theatre,
7:30 p.m.
- Light the Fire event, TSC Ballroom,
7:30 p.m.
- The Antics Comedy Improv, Logan
Arthouse, 10:30 p.m.

Registrar dates

The registrar’s office would like
to remind everyone that Jan. 31
will then be the last day to add/
drop classes and the last day
to receive a 50 percent tuition
refund. It will also be when
tuition and fee payment is due.

Senior event
The NSCS Opening Social will
be held at the Fun Park on Jan.
26 from 7-8:30 p.m. We will
have FREE food, bowling and all
the information for our events
planned this semester! All members are invited so be sure to
mark your calendar for a chance
to win a $100 book scholarship!!

NSCS social

Dr. Susan Shaw will present
a lecture, “They Didn’t Teach
Me That in Sunday School:
Feminism and the Bible” as
part of Women’s History Month
at USU. The event is free and
everyone is welcome. MC
Library 101, 2:30-4:30 p.m. on
Jan. 26.

Shaw lecture

Join the Pre-Vet club for a relaxing night activity Jan. 27 at 6:30
p.m. We will be watching the
movie “Secretariat” and having
a delicious Chili dinner and
refreshments. If you need a ride
over, we will have a carpool leaving at 6 p.m. from the East side
parking lot of the Veterinary
Science Building(VSB).

Pre-Vet Club

LIFE is making a casting call for
The Vagina Monologues, USU
Chapter. The play is designed
to stop violence against women
and girls. The auditions for
large and small female parts
will be held in the TSC auditorium at 4 p.m. on Jan. 27, 18-70
year-old women are needed.

You need to know....

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Everyone is invited to come Big
Band Swing Dance the night away
Jan. 27 at the HPER 215 from 7-10
p.m.. We dance every week and
provide lessons till 7:50 p.m. $15 for
club membership for the semester
and get a free T-shirt or $2 a week
Dash 4 Cash Fundraiser, you
could win $50 cash! or other great
prizes. Come to the Fieldhouse on
Jan. 27 at 7:30-9 p.m. and help support the USU mens lacrosse team
raise some cash. The cost is $3 registration starts at 7:30 and timing will
start shortly there after.
Taste of Logan! Friday night
Jan. 28 from 6-9 p.m. in Downtown
Logan. We have over a dozen shops
and restaurants providing food and
free samples, give-a-ways, and great
sales! Also, bands playing throughout the evening while students stroll Strange
in and out of shops in downtown
Logan. Admission is free to all students, look at the ad in this paper
for a map!
Polynesian Student Union presents Light The Fire Jan. 28 at 7:30
p.m at the TSC Ballroom. A cultural event exploring the tradtions
and life of the Polynesian people.
There will be live music, a guest
storyteller/speaker, Polynesian
Dance competition, Henna tattoos,
cultural booths, and refreshments.
Following the cultural performance
there will be a dance. Cultural
Performance is FREE!!! A Dance
Party will follow at 9-12:30 p.m. cost
is $2.00 (Free before 9 or with cultural performance stamp.)
USU Opera Theatre: Scenes
from Giulio Cesare in Egitto by
George Frideric Handel Jan. 28 at
7:30-9:30 p.m. Caine Lyric Theater.
$13 general admission; $8 seniors;
free admission to students with ID.
This 90-minute reduced version will
highlight some of Handel’s most
beautiful, and well-known arias for
soprano, mezzo-soprano, tenor, and
baritone.

Brew • Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

